Chosen / improve tracker forms documentation is incomplete

When submitting this issue, I can see Chosen working. So one can get it working, but how?

I followed the steps written up in https://doc.tiki.org/Improve+Tracker+Forms

but it did not result in any improved tracker forms. I tried both the dropdown and the multiselect, though I am more interested in the latter one.

http://irc.tiki.org/irclogger_log/tikiwiki?date=2014-07-31,Thu&sel=95#l91

Xavi asked me to log this as an issue, so that someone can have a look.

Normally I submit patches myself. However, this time it should just work.
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Hi Gergely, can you reproduce your issue in an associated show.t.o instance to this bug report?
So that it's easier to debug or re-test by others, let you check the fix after a svn up of the instance whenever that is needed, etc.
Thanks!
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